The ability of FIB to shape materials at the nano-scale has made it central to microchip prototyping[@b1], 3D material analysis[@b2][@b3], targeted electron microscopy sample extraction[@b4][@b5] and the nanotechnology behind size-dependent material properties[@b6][@b7], to name but a few examples. It is tempting to assume FIB milling to be atomically perfect, only removing surface atoms. This is unfortunately not the case: sufficiently energetic incident ions will displace target atoms from their equilibrium lattice positions, causing collision cascades and structural damage[@b8]. Predicting this ion-implantation damage and its effect on material properties is not straightforward[@b9][@b10]. The effects of ion-implantation generally remain poorly understood. Yet they have important consequences. For example, FIB-milled nano-structures have been used extensively to investigate the size-dependence of material properties, leading to the "smaller is stronger" paradigm[@b6][@b7]. However, several studies suggest that FIB-induced defects may themselves be a major contributor to the observed scale-dependence of material strength[@b11][@b12].

The damage produced by FIB-milling ranges from amorphization[@b13] to the generation of lattice defects[@b12] and the formation of intermetallic phases[@b14]. To examine its effect on material properties, detailed measurements of the lattice strains that govern defect interactions are essential. Previously, FIB-induced strains were inferred by considering the deflection of FIB-milled cantilevers[@b15]. However, such coarse measurements cannot capture the rich detail of heterogeneous defect distributions that determine material behaviour.

To investigate in detail the complex changes brought about by FIB milling we concentrate on the non-destructive, three-dimensional nano-scale measurement of FIB-milling-induced lattice strains in initially pristine objects. This is distinct from numerous previous studies where FIB milling was used to relieve pre-existing residual strains[@b16][@b17][@b18]. Rather our experiments quantify the strains directly caused by the defects introduced by FIB-milling. Gold was chosen as a model system since near-perfect nano-crystals can be reliably grown[@b19]. Our experiments use non-destructive Bragg Coherent X-ray Diffraction Imaging (BCDI)[@b20], where a 3D coherent X-ray diffraction pattern (CXDP), i.e. an oversampled 3D reciprocal space map, is collected from a coherently illuminated single crystal ([Fig. 1(A)](#f1){ref-type="fig"})[@b21]. The CXDP corresponds to the intensity of the 3D Fourier transform of the electron density in the crystal. By recovering the phase of the CXDP, the real space, complex-valued, electron density can be reconstructed[@b20]. Its amplitude provides information about electron density, *ρ*(**r**), i.e. the shape of the crystal. Its phase, *ψ*(**r**), is linked to displacements, **u**(**r**), of atoms from their ideal lattice positions by *ψ*(**r**) = **q.u**(**r**), where **q** is the scattering vector of the CXDP. By combining at least three CXDPs with linearly independent **q** vectors, **u**(**r**) can be recovered[@b22], and the full lattice strain tensor, **ε**(**r**), determined by differentiating **u**(**r**). Thus BCDI allows the 3D nano-scale measurement of both crystal morphology and the full lattice strain tensor.

Results
=======

Lattice Distortions due to FIB Imaging
--------------------------------------

First we consider the effect of FIB-imaging. Before X-ray measurements nano-crystal A was exposed to a Ga^+^ dose just sufficient to image the sample (30 keV, 50 pA, 4.2 × 10^4^ ions/μm^2^). The crystal morphology ([Fig. 1(B)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), reconstructed with a spatial resolution of \~38 nm based on the (1-11) CXDP, is in excellent agreement with scanning electron micrographs ([Fig. 1(A)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Fig. S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The 3D field of lattice displacements in the \[1-11\] crystal direction ([Fig. 1(B,C)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) shows large displacements near the top, implanted, surface of the crystal. By comparison, the lattice displacements measured in an unimplanted, as-grown crystal, reconstructed with \~12 nm spatial resolution, are small ([Fig. 1(D,E)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The unimplanted crystal only shows slight increases in lattice displacement at its vertices due to surface energy effects[@b23]. Displacements in the vicinity of the crystal-substrate interface are small, indicating negligible substrate-induced strains in the crystals in contrast to other, previously studied material systems[@b21]. This demonstrates that the large displacements in crystal A are caused by the Ga^+^ bombardment.

To further explore these FIB-induced lattice distortions, CXDPs from five reflections were used to reconstruct the full 3D-resolved lattice strain tensor, **ε**(**r**), inside crystal A ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The six independent components of **ε**(**r**) are shown on virtual xy and yz sections through crystal A ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). ε~yy~(**r**) is large and negative within \~30 nm of the implanted top surface, indicating a lattice contraction due to Ga^+^ implantation. The ε~xy~(**r**) ([Fig. 2(C)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) and ε~yz~(**r**) ([Fig. 2(D)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) shear components show more subtle strain features.

These strains can be understood by direct comparison with numerical calculations. Using the measured 3D morphology, an anisotropically elastic[@b24] finite element (FE) model of crystal A was constructed ([Fig. 2(E)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, [SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Fig. S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Simulations using the Stopping Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) code[@b25] predict a \~20 nm thick damage layer. The calculated implantation profiles are shown in [SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Fig. S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Accordingly a constant volumetric Eigenstrain, ε~v~, was imposed within a 20 nm thick surface layer in the FE model. ε~v~ = −3.15 × 10^−3^ provides a good match to the experimentally measured lattice displacements. There is striking agreement between calculated strains ([Fig. 2(F,G)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) and measured strains ([Fig. 2(C,D)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Not only are the ε~yy~(**r**), ε~xy~(**r**) and ε~yz~(**r**) components well matched, but finer features in the other strain components also agree. This highlights that even very low Ga^+^ fluences lead to substantial lattice distortions, and demonstrates the unique capability of BCDI for detailed, 3D-resolved nano-scale strain analysis. The magnitude of the FIB-induced eigenstrain is similar to previous observations in silicon inferred from the distortion of FIB-milled cantilevers[@b15].

The volumetric lattice strain due to defects is given by , where and respectively are number density and relaxation volume of defect type *A*[@b10]. Using density functional theory (DFT) calculations we found that for a gold monovacancy Ω~r~(V) = −0.38, whilst all self-interstitial atom (SIA) configurations (100 dumbbell, octahedral site, 110 crowdion and 110 dumbbell, SI [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) have Ω~r~(SIA) = 2.0. Hence collision damage in the bulk, involving equal numbers of SIAs and vacancies, will cause a lattice swelling. The observed lattice contraction is surprising, particularly since the relaxation volume of substitution gallium in gold is small and positive ([SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus the lattice contraction we measure must indicate an excess of vacancies. This can be explained by considering the proximity of the crystal surface: vacancies and vacancy clusters with high migration energy (*E*~*m*~ ≥ 0.71 eV)[@b26][@b27][@b28] are retained, while SIAs, which are mobile even at temperatures of a few K[@b28], escape to the free surface. ε~v~ and Ω~r~(V) allow a lower bound estimate of \~230 retained vacancies/(Ga^+^), while SRIM calculations provide an upper bound of \~400 vacancies/(Ga^+^). Based on the implanted Ga^+^ dose and ε~v~, these bounds correspond to defect concentrations of \~4.9 × 10^26^ vacancies/m^3^ (lower bound) and \~8.5 × 10^26^ vacancies/m^3^ + 6.79 × 10^25^ SIAs/m^3^ (upper bound) respectively. Thus our measurements allow quantitative insight into the nature of the damage formed, even at very low ion fluences.

Higher Dose FIB Milling
-----------------------

At higher Ga doses a distinctly different behaviour is observed. Nano-crystals B and C were exposed to fluences of 1.3 × 10^7^ ions/μm^2^ and 1.5 × 10^8^ ions/μm^2^ respectively, causing the removal of \~3 nm and \~40 nm thick surface layers by sputtering, as predicted by SRIM. Lattice displacements and strains in both crystals were reconstructed using six crystal reflections ([SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Fig. S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} respectively). The spatial resolutions of these reconstructions are \~45 nm and \~47 nm respectively. Even for these highly damaged crystals agreement of the reconstructed morphology and SEM micrographs is excellent ([SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Fig. S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The lattice displacement magnitude in crystal C ([Fig. 3(A)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) shows abrupt variations, in contrast to the gradual changes in crystal A ([Fig. 2(A)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The ε~yy~(**r**) strain ([Fig. 3(C)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) is no longer uniform and negative in the implanted layer, but contains compressive and tensile regions. Similar variations are present in the other strain components.

The nature of the underlying crystallographic defects can be explored by considering the amplitudes and phases of the complex electron density reconstructed from different crystal reflections. [Fig. 3(D)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the amplitudes and phases of the (200), (020) and (002) reflections for the area marked by a black rectangle in [Fig. 3(C)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The (020) and (002) reflection phases both show a phase jump of \~4.2 radians, while the (200) reflection phase shows no discontinuity. The structure of the phase jumps suggests dislocations as the underlying defects[@b29][@b30][@b31]. The magnitude of the phase jump, Δ*ψ*~hkl~, anticipated due to a dislocation with Burgers vector **b** observed in a given *hkl* reflection is Δ*ψ*~hkl~ = **b.q**~hkl~. The scattering vectors associated with the (200), (020) and (002) reflections respectively are: **q**~200~ = (2π/*a*) \[200\], **q**~020~ = (2π/*a*) \[020\] and **q**~002~ = (2π/*a*) \[002\], where *a* is the lattice parameter. This suggests that the defect in [Fig. 3(D)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} is a dislocation with Burgers vector (*a*/3)\[01-1\]. Such a so-called stair-rod dislocation can be formed through the interaction of two Shockley partial dislocations[@b32]. For example in the present case the energetically favourable reaction (*a*/6)\[21-1\] + (*a*/6)\[−21-1\] **→** (*a*/3) \[01-1\] would produce a sessile dislocation with the observed Burgers vector.

The amplitude maps associated with reflections where phase jumps are observed show a local reduction in intensity at the defect position. Both (020) and (002) reflections show this reduction (white arrows in [Fig. 3(D)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), while no such feature is observed in the (200) reflection. This agrees with BCDI observations of "pipes of missing intensity" at dislocation cores[@b30]. Indeed throughout the crystal, several further defects consistent with (*a*/3) \<110\> stair-rod dislocations[@b32] can be identified ([Supplementary Note 1.1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Fig. S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The ordering of larger defects in crystal C can be visualized by computing the von Mises stress[@b33]. [Figure 3(E)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows von Mises stresses \>500 MPa, greatly exceeding the yield strength of bulk gold (55--200 MPa)[@b34]. The arrangement of defects in lines is unexpected and differs from TEM observations of uniformly distributed (\<100 nm) dislocation loops in FIB-milled copper[@b12]. The fact that we only observe sessile stair-rod dislocations is surprising. It suggests substantial evolution of the damage microstructure after the initial collision cascade with mobile dislocations escaping to the free surface and only sessile dislocations remaining.

It is interesting to consider the effect of these defects on the average strains induced by FIB milling. [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows profiles of ε~xx,~ ε~yy,~ and ε~zz~ for crystals A and C plotted as a function of depth from the implanted surface. ε~yy~ in the implanted layer of crystal A is approximately twice as large as in crystal C, but has much less variation. This suggests that at higher Ga^+^ fluences larger defects, as well as the clustering of point defects[@b10], act to relieve implantation-induced strains by localizing lattice distortion.

Discussion
==========

Our findings show that [every]{.ul} use of FIB to image or shape material causes large lattice distortions. Fundamental insight into the underlying damage mechanisms can be gained by combining coherent X-ray measurements with numerical calculations. Surprisingly, FIB-induced lattice strains are not confined to the ion-damaged layer, but can extend far into the material bulk, as visible in crystal C. This is further highlighted by measurements of crystal D into which a central hole was FIB-machined, and which exhibits large strains even far from the ion-damaged surfaces ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). These extensive strains may explain the dramatic changes in mechanical properties caused by FIB milling[@b11][@b35][@b36].

Our observations emphasise the need to actively consider the defects produced during FIB-based nano-fabrication. For example FIB-assisted deposition of a protective layer (usually Pt, W or C) is often used to prevent sample surface damage[@b4]. Our results suggest that even with such a protective layer substantial strains and damage should be expected. The reason is Ga^+^ damage formed during the initial stages of layer deposition before the layer thickness exceeds the Ga^+^ range. In the present gold crystals, FIB deposition of a Pt layer[@b37][@b38][@b39] would cause defects similar to those in crystals A and B. E-beam-assisted deposition during the initial stages of layer growth could avoid this problem.

To realise the full potential of FIB, new strategies for controlling and minimising FIB damage must be developed. Current approaches include using a final low current milling step[@b40][@b41][@b42], low energy ion milling[@b43][@b44] or flash polishing[@b45] in order to "clean" FIB-damaged surfaces. The techniques presented here enable 3D measurements of the complex strain fields caused by FIB-milling and would as such allow a detailed assessment of the effectiveness of these approaches. Conversely the ability of FIB to introduce large lattice strains with high spatial specificity presents an exciting opportunity for modifying material behaviour through strain engineering at the nano-scale.

Methods
=======

Sample Manufacture
------------------

Gold crystals were prepared by dewetting a 20 nm thick gold layer, thermally evaporated onto a silicon substrate with a 2 nm titanium adhesion layer. The resulting crystals range from ≈100 nm to a few μm in size and show facets corresponding to {111} and {100} crystal planes ([Fig. 1(A)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). No FIB-milling was carried out in the vicinity of the unimplanted reference crystal. FIB-milling of crystals A, B and C was carried out at normal incidence, using a 30 keV, 50 pA gallium ion beam and fluences of 4.2 × 10^4^ ions/μm^2^, 1.3 × 10^7^ ions/μm^2^ and 1.5 × 10^8^ ions/μm^2^ respectively. Crystal D was exposed to a fluence of 4.2 × 10^4^ ions/μm^2^ and a central, nominally 200 nm diameter, region to a fluence of 2.5 × 10^9^ ions/μm^2^. To allow reliable measurement of multiple reflections from crystals A, B, C and D, FIB was used to remove any other gold crystals within a 20 μm radius. Scanning electron micrographs of crystals A, B, C and D are shown in the [SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Fig. S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out 16 to 20 days after sample manufacture.

Ion Implantation Calculations
-----------------------------

Ion implantation calculations used the "monolayer collision - surface sputtering" model in the Stopping Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) code[@b25]. For the gold target a displacement energy of 44 eV, binding energy of 3 eV and surface energy of 3.8 eV were used[@b46]. Gallium ions were implanted at normal incidence with an energy of 30 keV, gathering statistics over 10^5^ ions. Each ion was estimated to cause on average \~430 target displacements, of which \~30 were replacement collisions. The calculated sputtering rate was \~15.5 gold atoms per gallium ion. For crystal A the amount of material removed by sputtering was negligible. For crystals B and C, an estimated layer of thickness \~3 nm and \~40 nm respectively was removed. Custom MATLAB scripts were used to capture the receding surface effect due to sputtering. The calculated displacement damage and gallium concentration profiles for crystals A, B, C and D, plotted as a function of depth, are shown in the [SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Fig. S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Experimental Measurements
-------------------------

Synchrotron X-ray micro-beam Laue diffraction at beamline 34-ID-E at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Lab, USA was used to determine the lattice orientations of gold crystals. This served to pre-align crystals for coherent X-ray diffraction measurements at beamline 34-ID-C at the APS. Measurements on the unimplanted reference crystal used an X-ray energy of 9.25 keV, while diffraction patterns from crystals A, B, C and D were collected at 10.2 keV. The X-ray beam was focussed to a size of 1.4 × 2.1 μm^2^ (h × v) using KB mirrors. Placing the sample in the KB back-focal plane, within the central maximum of the focus, provides the planar wave front required for BCDI. Diffraction patterns were recorded on a Medipix2 area detector with a 256 × 256 pixel matrix and a pixel size of 55 × 55 μm^2^. For crystals A, B, C and D the detector was positioned 1.85 m from the sample and 3D coherent X-ray diffraction patterns (CXDP) were recorded by rotating the crystal through an angular range of 0.4° and recording an image every 0.0025° with 1 s exposure time. For the unimplanted reference crystal a sample-to-detector distance of 0.635 m was used and CXDPs were recorded by rotating through an angular range of 1.5° in 0.01° steps with 0.5 s exposure time. The sample to detector distances were chosen by starting at the distance required for the measurement of an oversampled diffraction pattern and then moving the detector further back until the diffraction pattern filled the detector matrix. To optimize the signal to noise of the CXDPs, multiple repeated scans of each reflection were performed. Repeated scans were then aligned to maximize their cross-correlation coefficient, and scans with a cross-correlation coefficient greater than 0.99 were summed to produce the CXDP for a specific reflection. For each crystal CXDPs from the following reflections were collected (the number of repeat scans that were averaged is noted in \[\] brackets): unimplanted reference: {111} \[30\]; crystal A: (1-11) \[18\], (11-1) \[24\], (200) \[23\], (020) \[26\], (002) \[27\]; crystal B: (-111) \[16\], (1-11) \[9\], (11-1) \[14\], (200) \[11\], (020) \[16\], (002) \[17\]; crystal C: (-111) \[28\], (1-11) \[14\], (11-1) \[27\], (200) \[26\], (020) \[22\], (002) \[18\]; and crystal D: (-111) \[12\], (1-11) \[16\], (11-1) \[17\], (200) \[9\], (020) \[12\], (002) \[14\]. Unfortunately the (-111) reflection of crystal A was physically inaccessible. Examples of the coherent diffraction patterns recorded from {111} reflections of all crystals are shown in [SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Fig. S7](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Phase Retrieval
---------------

The phase retrieval algorithm used to recover the real-space complex electron density is adapted from published work[@b30]. Each 3D CXDP pattern was treated independently, using a guided phase retrieval approach with 20 random starts and 5 generations. For each generation 330 phase retrieval iterations were performed using Error Reduction and Hybrid-Input-Output algorithms. Trials using larger numbers of iterations showed no significant further evolution of the solution. Partial coherence effects were accounted for[@b19], and the normalised mutual coherence functions, recovered for all reflections, are consistent with an almost fully coherent illumination. After the fifth generation a sharpness metric was used to select the three best estimates, which were then averaged to return the reconstructed complex electron density. Finally all reconstructions were transformed into an orthogonal laboratory reference frame with isotropic real-space pixel spacing. Agreement between the reconstructed crystal morphologies and scanning electron micrographs is excellent ([SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Fig. S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The normalised cross correlation coefficients, found when comparing the sample shape recovered from BCDI with SEM images, are 0.97, 0.98, 0.97 and 0.97 respectively for crystals A, B, C and D, when considering sample shape projected onto the plane of the substrate. Spatial resolution of the reconstructions was determined by taking the derivative of line profiles of the crystal-air-interface and fitting these with a Gaussian. For each reconstruction six profiles (2 in each spatial direction) were measured and the mean resolution value recorded.

3D Reconstruction of Lattice Displacements, Strains and Stresses
----------------------------------------------------------------

To recover the 3D lattice displacement field, **u**(**r**), of a given crystal, any phase wraps in the complex electron densities reconstructed from multiple crystal reflections were unwrapped using the algorithm developed by Cusack *et al*.[@b47]. Next all reconstructions were rotated into the same sample coordinate frame. The phase of the electron density reconstructed from a particular *hkl* peak, *ψ*~*hkl*~(**r**), is linked to the scattering vector **q**~*hkl*~ and lattice displacement **u**(**r**) by *ψ*~*hkl*~(**r**) = **q**~*hkl*~**.u**(**r**). Thus each reconstruction provides a projection of **u**(**r**) along the corresponding **q**~*hkl*~. If 3 reflections with linearly independent **q**~*hkl*~ are measured, **u**(**r**) can be reconstructed. Here 5 (crystal A) or 6 (crystals B, C and D) reflections with non-collinear **q** vectors were measured from each crystal. Thus the system of equations is over determined, and a least squares fit was used to calculate **u**(**r**). The symmetric Cauchy strain tensor, **ε**(**r**), is found by differentiating **u**(**r**). The strain uncertainty of our measurements, estimated from line profiles of **ε**(**r**) extracted from crystal A ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), is \~10^−4^. Stresses were computed from **ε**(**r**) using anisotropic elastic constants for gold[@b24].

Finite Element Calculations
---------------------------

Finite element simulations were performed in Abaqus 6.14, using the experimentally determined crystal morphology as a template for generation of the finite element mesh. Custom Matlab and Python scripts developed for this purpose are available upon request. A global seed size of 10 nm was used, based on mesh dependency studies that showed negligible improvements for finer mesh sizes. The resulting model for crystal A is shown in [SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Fig. S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Material properties were captured using anisotropic linear elastic constants for gold[@b24]. A uniform volumetric lattice strain, *ε*~*v*~, was imposed within a 20 nm thick layer at the top face of crystal A to represent the effect of ion-implantation damage. *ε*~*v*~* = *−3.15 × 10^−3^ provides a good match to the experimentally measured lattice displacement fields in crystal A. Displacements on the bottom surface of the crystal were fixed to capture the substrate effect.

Density Functional Theory Calculations
--------------------------------------

*Ab initio* density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed of a mono-vacancy and of four different self-interstitial defect configurations in fcc gold (100 dumbbell, octahedral site, 110 crowdion and 110 dumbbell). Calculations were carried out in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)[@b48][@b49][@b50][@b51] using the revised-TPSS exchange functional[@b52][@b53], and included spin-orbit coupling. Spin-orbit coupling accounts for the band splitting and shape modifications of the 5d bands[@b54][@b55][@b56]. A plane wave energy cutoff of 450 eV was used and the outermost s- and d-electrons were treated as valence electrons. All samples were relaxed to a stress free condition with residual forces smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. Formation energies and relaxation volumes were calculated by comparing the energies and volumes of a supercell containing each defect type with those of a perfect crystal supercell of similar size and using the same k-point mesh. Visualizations of the supercells used for these calculations are shown in [SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Fig. S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The lattice constant and elastic constants were calculated using a 4 atom cubic unit cell. The equilibrium lattice constant is 4.075 Å in good agreement with experiments[@b57]. The elastic constants were calculated using a finite differences scheme. We obtained c~11~ = 210.55 GPa, c~12~ = 168.11 GPa and c~44~ = 49.96 GPa, which compare well to experimental values at 0 K[@b58]. The elastic constants were used to correct both formation energy and relaxation volume of isolated defects according to the method suggested by Varvenne *et al*.[@b59], which considers the elastic interactions of defects, and image forces due to the finite supercell size and periodic boundary conditions. The formation energies and relaxation volumes are listed in [SI](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The relaxation volume of a substitution gallium atom in gold was also calculated.

Data Availability
-----------------

Diffraction data and selected computer codes used for data analysis and simulations can be obtained from the authors by contacting <felix.hofmann@eng.ox.ac.uk>.
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![Lattice displacements due to FIB imaging.\
(**A**) Schematic of the experimental configuration showing the illuminating and scattered beams, an SEM micrograph of gold crystal A and 3D rendering of the (1-11) CXDP from this crystal. Low dose FIB-imaging (4.2 × 10^4^ ions/μm^2^) was applied to the top crystal surface at normal incidence. (**B**) Reconstruction of crystal A based on the (1-11) CXDP and coloured by lattice displacement. (**C**) Cross-sections through the reconstructed displacement field of crystal A ((**B**) shows locations of sections). Missing intensity due to a twin domain (grey arrows) and large lattice displacements near the implanted top surface (white arrows) are visible. (**D**) Reconstruction of an unimplanted gold nano-crystal based on a {111} CXDP, and colour-coded by lattice displacement. (**E**) Cross-sections through the displacement field of the unimplanted crystal ((**D**) shows locations of sections). Lattice displacements in (**B**--**E**) are in the scattering vector direction (thin black arrow). Scale bars are 300 nm in length.](srep45993-f1){#f1}

![Full 3D lattice strain tensor after FIB imaging (crystal A).\
(**A**) 3D rendering of crystal A coloured by lattice displacement magnitude. Superimposed are the **q** vectors of the five measured crystal reflections. (**B**) Coordinate system used for plotting lattice strains and sections on which strains are plotted. The x, y and z axes correspond to \[-12-1\], \[111\] and \[10-1\] crystal directions respectively. (**C**) and (**D**) Maps of the six independent lattice strain tensor components on the xy section (red plane in (**B**)) and yz section (green plane in (**B**)) through crystal A respectively. (**E**) Finite element model of crystal A showing the predicted displacement field magnitude. Calculated lattice strain components are plotted on the same xy (**F**) and yz (**G**) planes as the experimental data. Scale bars are 300 nm in length.](srep45993-f2){#f2}

![Displacements, strains and stresses after FIB milling (crystal C).\
(**A**) 3D rendering of crystal C reconstruction coloured by lattice displacement magnitude. **q** vectors of the six measured reflections are superimposed. (**B**) Crystal coordinates and section on which the lattice strains are plotted. The x, y and z axes correspond to \[-12-1\], \[111\] and \[10-1\] crystal directions respectively. (**C**) Maps of the six independent lattice strain tensor components plotted on the xy section shown in (B). (**D**) Magnified view of amplitudes and phases of the complex electron density reconstructed from {200} reflections. The region corresponds to that marked by a black box in (**C**) and is centred on a defect. Areas of reduced amplitude (white arrows) and phase jumps (in radians, circular arrows) are visible in the (020) and (002) reflections. (**E**) Semi-transparent rendering of the outer crystal shape. Superimposed are iso-surfaces of von Mises stress (300 MPa (blue), 400 MPa (green), 500 MPa (red)). Three different viewpoints are shown. In the middle view dashed black lines have been superimposed as a guide to the eye to illustrate the arrangement of defects in lines. Scale bars correspond to 300 nm in (**A**--**C**) and (**E**), and 100 nm in (**D**).](srep45993-f3){#f3}

![Strain variation with distance from the ion-implanted surface.\
(**A**) Line profiles of normal strain, ε~yy~, and in-plane strains, ε~xx~ and ε~zz~, plotted as a function of distance from the gallium-implanted surface of crystal A. (**B**) Line profiles of ε~xx~, ε~yy~ and ε~zz~ plotted as a function of distance from the gallium-implanted surface of crystal C. Markers show the average strain value at each depth. The error bars capture the standard deviation of ε~xx~, ε~yy~ and ε~zz~ at each specific depth, considering variation over a 0.3 × 0.3 μm^2^ area. The x, y and z directions follow the conventions shown in [Figs 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}(B) and [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}(B) for crystals A and C respectively.](srep45993-f4){#f4}

![Strains induced by extensive FIB milling (crystal D).\
(**A**) 3D rendering of crystal D coloured according to the measured lattice displacement magnitude. Superimposed are the **q** vectors of the six reflections measured from this crystal. (**B**) Crystal coordinates and sections on which strains are plotted. The x, y and z axes correspond to \[2-1-1\], \[111\] and \[0-11\] crystal directions respectively. (**C**) and (**D**) show the six components of the experimentally measured strain tensor plotted on xy and yz sections through the crystal (shown in (**B**) coloured red and green respectively). Scale bars are 300 nm in length.](srep45993-f5){#f5}
